HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS
49 Stitches X 49 Stitches

Supplies
35 Count “Natural” Northern Cross Linen

Weeks Dye Works Floss in:
1276 - Blue Spruce
1331 - Brick
1271 - Bark

DMC Floss in:
Blanc - White
5282 - Metallic Gold

SJ Designs Beads in:
1805 - White Pearl
18128 - Antique Gold
1845 - Sapphire
1898 - Emerald
1813 - Ruby

Home for the Holidays was stitched on 35 count “Natural” Northern Cross Linen by Norden Crafts using 1 ply of floss over 2 threads linen.

Note: When beads are located inside a Broad Diagonal Cross, the bead is sewn on first and the stitch worked around it. All beads are sewn on with a cross stitch using sewing thread to match linen.